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ABSTRACT

The United States has long positioned itself as a leader in global human rights. Yet, the United States lags curiously behind when it comes to the human rights of Indigenous Peoples. This recalcitrance is particularly apparent in diplomacy regarding the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 2007, the Declaration affirms the rights of Indigenous Peoples to self-determination and equality, as well as religion, culture, land, health, family, and other aspects of human dignity necessary for individual life and collective survival. This instrument was advanced over several decades by Indigenous Peoples themselves as a means to remedy the harms of conquest and colonization, along with legacies of dispossession and discrimination persisting to this day. The United States first voted against the Declaration in 2007, and now, having reversed that position, is still stuck behind international organizations and governments that are working to implement it. The examples are myriad. From a new infrastructure at the UN to legislation in Canada, Mexico City, and the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, the world community is dedicating itself to realizing the aims of the Declaration. Not so the United States. In international meetings, U.S. representatives diminish the Declaration’s legal status when they could be embracing it as a vehicle for human rights advocacy; sharing best practices to and encouraging others to follow suit. At home, federal lawmakers are ignoring the calls of tribal governments to start implementing the Declaration in domestic law and policy. Increasingly, these positions of the United States are difficult to reconcile with respect for the dignity of Indigenous Peoples, much less global human rights leadership. Thus, it is time for the United States to abandon the notion that Indigenous Peoples’ human rights are “aspirational” and instead embrace the legal, political, and moral imperative to advance the Declaration both at home and abroad.
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In July of 2022, Pope Francis made a historic visit to North America to apologize for the Catholic Church’s role in removing Indigenous children from their families and putting them in residential schools where they were abused. From the 1860s to 1970s, a number of churches worked hand in hand with the governments of Canada and the United States to run schools for the express purpose of assimilating Indigenous children, “kill[ing] the Indian in them [to] save the man,” as the slogan went. The goals were to indoctrinate children with English or French, Christianity, and manual labor, such that Indigenous languages, religions, and economies would die, clearing the way for white settlement and supremacy. Children as young as six were taken from their parents, starved, beaten, and raped, some over the course of their entire childhoods. Thousands of Indigenous children died at these schools, and their burial sites are only now being discovered. The survivors passed on traumas of every kind, afflicting Indigenous communities with psychological and social diseases that permeate every generation of every family in Indian Country.

The United States and Canada’s assimilation practices violated the basic human rights of Indigenous Peoples, both individually and collectively. The residential schools violated individual children’s right to life, along
with the right to security, family, religion, education, and many other human rights recognized in instruments such as the Universal Declaration on Human Rights of 1948. More broadly, the residential schools, created with the express purpose of removing members of one group to another and replacing one culture with another, fit the international law definition of genocide. While the United States is behind Canada with respect to acknowledging and trying to remedy the harms caused by residential schools, the Department of the Interior issued a 2022 report acknowledging that hundreds of institutions were operated in the United States, where the intent and impact appear to have been similarly devastating.

In the United States, the residential schools, while horrific and genocidal, were only one of the ways in which the government historically violated the human rights of Indigenous Peoples. The forced relocation of entire tribes via the aptly named Trails of Tears and Long Walks; the widespread taking of Indigenous lands without restitution or compensation; the forced sterilization of Indigenous women; and the prohibition of Indigenous religious sacraments all continued into the twentieth century. None of these past harms have been remedied adequately; some have not been remedied at all. Unfortunately, American Indians, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians continue to experience the loss of Indigenous languages,

---

8. See, e.g., G.A. Res. 260 (III) A, Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, art. 2 (Jan. 12, 1951) (“In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”). 
12. Id. at 944.
destruction of Indigenous religious sites, and the ongoing removal of Indigenous children from their families.

These incidents are tolerated or even justified as a matter of federal Indian law, even though they clearly and egregiously violate international human rights standards. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Convention on the Prevention of the Crime of Genocide recognize the universal humanity and dignity of all people. Reports of UN Special Rapporteurs on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples outline recent and ongoing violations of American Indian human rights, including equality and non-discrimination, speech and assembly, religion, language and culture, privacy, and family, among others. Threats to destroy religious sites at Oak Flat, Arizona, for example, along with the violation of treaty rights, denial of health and voting rights, repression of tribal self-determination, removal of Indigenous children from their families, and many other current state actions, demonstrate the need for urgent measures to address Indigenous Peoples’ human rights in the United States.

See, e.g., Apache Stronghold v. United States, No. 21-15295, 2021 U.S. App. LEXIS 6562, at *2–3 (9th Cir. Mar. 5, 2021) (denying Apaches’ emergency motion for injunctive relief in case where Apaches claim mining construction at sacred site would destroy their ability to worship); see also id. at *10 (Bumatay, J., dissenting) (“Resolution Copper’s mining activities won’t just temporarily exclude the Western Apaches from Oak Flat, or merely interrupt the worship conducted there. Instead, Resolution Copper will turn Oak Flat into a crater approximately 2 miles across and 1,100 feet deep . . . The Western Apaches’ exercise of religion at Oak Flat will not be burdened—it will be obliterated.”). See also Carpenter & Riley, *Jurisgenerative*, infra note 32, at 211–16; Adrienne Tessier, Chapter 18: Indigenous religious freedom in international law: a discussion of the potential of Articles 12 and 25 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in *RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS* 376–95 (Dwight Newman ed., 2022).


See generally, e.g., Walter R. Echo-Hawk, *In The Courts Of The Conqueror: The 10 Worst Indian Law Cases Ever Decided* (2010) (analyzing federal Indian law cases that deprive Indigenous Peoples of their basic rights and have never been overturned).

14. See, e.g., *Apache Stronghold v. United States*, No. 21-15295, 2021 U.S. App. LEXIS 6562, at *2–3 (9th Cir. Mar. 5, 2021) (denying Apaches’ emergency motion for injunctive relief in case where Apaches claim mining construction at sacred site would destroy their ability to worship); see also *id.* at *10 (Bumatay, J., dissenting) (“Resolution Copper’s mining activities won’t just temporarily exclude the Western Apaches from Oak Flat, or merely interrupt the worship conducted there. Instead, Resolution Copper will turn Oak Flat into a crater approximately 2 miles across and 1,100 feet deep. . . . The Western Apaches’ exercise of religion at Oak Flat will not be burdened—it will be obliterated.”). See also Carpenter & Riley, *Jurisgenerative*, infra note 32, at 211–16; Adrienne Tessier, Chapter 18: Indigenous religious freedom in international law: a discussion of the potential of Articles 12 and 25 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in *RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS* 376–95 (Dwight Newman ed., 2022).


16. See generally, e.g., Walter R. Echo-Hawk, *In The Courts Of The Conqueror: The 10 Worst Indian Law Cases Ever Decided* (2010) (analyzing federal Indian law cases that deprive Indigenous Peoples of their basic rights and have never been overturned).


18. *Id.*

19. This essay uses the terms “state,” “country” and “nation” somewhat interchangeably. International legal practice typically uses the word “state” or “nation” to refer to an entity like the United States or Canada, and there are 193 such states recognized as members of the United Nations. That said, in the United States, that term can be confused with states of the union, such as Massachusetts or Colorado, and so in some instances, the Article uses the more colloquial term “country” for readability. Similarly, international practice refers to the collective Indigenous entities and polities as “Indigenous Peoples,” whereas in the United States, many sources use “American Indian Tribes” or “Tribal Governments.” Where possible this essay is specific, as in usage of the term “Cherokee Nation” to refer to a certain federally recognized tribe, but it also uses both the international and domestic terms where appropriate.
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It was precisely because of ongoing human rights violations in their home countries that Indigenous Peoples, including leaders from the United States, began to participate at the United Nations (UN).20 Beginning in the 1970s, traditional American Indian leaders, including Philip Deere from the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, Oren Lyons (Onondaga), and Thomas Banyacya (Hopi),21 worked with Indigenous counterparts from many other countries, insisting that the UN address injustices ranging from treaty violations to the damage caused by mining activities on Indigenous lands. The movement coalesced around the Working Group on Indigenous Populations and its proposal that the UN needed a specialized document to articulate human rights in the Indigenous Peoples context.22 In 2007, after decades of drafting and negotiations,23 the United Nations General Assembly adopted the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the

---

20. See, e.g., Kenneth Deer, Reflections on the Development, Adoption and Implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in JACKIE HARTLEY, PAUL JOFFE, AND JENNIFER PRESTON, EDS., REALIZING THE UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 18 (2010) (recalling that after the 1973 standoff between Indigenous Peoples and federal authorities at Wounded Knee, South Dakota, “elders and traditional leaders in the Americas concluded that there was no way we could get justice in the domestic situations in which we found ourselves,” after which the International Indian Treaty Council was created and participants decided “to take the issues of Indigenous peoples to the international level.”).


23. The story of the drafting and negotiation of the Declaration has been told many times by participants. For some of the leading accounts, see generally HARTLEY, supra note 20, HENDERSON, supra note 22, CLAIRE CHARTERS AND RUDOLFO STAVENHAGEN, EDS., MAKING THE DECLARATION WORK: THE UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (2009); and STEPHEN ALLEN AND ALEXANDRA XANTHAKI, REFLECTIONS ON THE UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (2011) (describing, through the recollections of various participants, the process of conceiving, drafting, negotiating, and adopting the Declaration, including points of triumph and compromise by Indigenous leaders and allies in their diplomatic encounters with states). For a more critical account, see, e.g., CHARMAINE WHITE FACE & ZEMILA WOBAGA, INDIGENOUS NATIONS’ RIGHTS IN THE BALANCE: AN ANALYSIS OF THE DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE 104–06 (2013) (describing changes made to draft Article 46, for example, as “offensive”).
The Declaration recognizes Indigenous Peoples as rights holders, calls for an end to human rights violations against them, and obligates states to remedy past harms, particularly historic injustices caused by colonization and dispossession of lands. The Declaration’s specific purpose is to contextualize universal human rights—those articulated in instruments like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights, and International Covenant of Economic and Social rights—in the Indigenous Peoples context. How should states protect the right to life of Indigenous Peoples? In light of Article 7 of the Declaration, states should not remove Indigenous children from their families and place them in boarding schools where they will be raped and murdered. How should states ensure that Indigenous Peoples enjoy the right to religion? According to Article 12 and 25, states should not destroy Indigenous Peoples’ sites of worship. The Declaration provides guidance like this even though it should not be necessary for a civilized, democratic society.

After initially voting against the Declaration, the United States expressed support for it in 2010. In 2014, all 193 Member States of the UN, including the United States, agreed by consensus to take national measures “to achieve the aims of the Declaration” in their own countries. Since 2014, states and Indigenous Peoples alike transitioned from the decades-long efforts to negotiate and adopt the Declaration into a new era of implementation, involving making the text of the Declaration real in the lives of Indigenous Peoples. Today, the Declaration not only functions as a consensus instrument articulating minimum standards for Indigenous Peo-

27. The Declaration, supra note 24, art. 7.
28. Id. arts. 12 and 25.
29. See ANAYA, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 26, at 59.
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Aspirations and Indigenous Peoples’ Human Rights

The United States has not followed suit, even though tribal organizations and tribal governments have requested action. The National Congress of American Indians, the nation’s oldest organization of tribal governments, has passed several resolutions calling for implementation of the Declaration in the United States. The Cherokee Nation, Pawnee Nation, Gila River Nation, Pit River Tribe, and others are all on record demanding the same. Instead of responding to these calls from American Indian tribal leaders, the United States suggests it doesn’t have to realize Indigenous Peoples’ human rights as articulated in the Declaration because they are merely “aspirational.” The aspirational label is a quasi-technical characterization, which suggests the Declaration is “non-binding.” As a matter of international law, that characterization is partly right: a “declaration” is adopted by resolution of the UN General Assembly and is not enforceable on its own terms. Thus, declarations contrast with treaties, agreements containing promises among states who hold one another accountable directly and through international monitoring bodies. Moreover, in some states, inter-

33. See infra Parts II and IV for discussion of implementation activities in Mexico, New Zealand, Belize, and other countries.
34. See infra Part IV for a discussion of NCAI and tribal lawmaking on the Declaration.
35. See infra Part IV (reviewing collective tribal government resolutions and acts calling for the United States to implement the Declaration).
36. See infra Part II for a review of United States statements indicating the Declaration is “aspirational.”
39. For basic guidance, see U.N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Frequently Asked Questions regarding the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2007), https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/enable/convinfofaq.htm#q1 [https://perma.cc/A82A-DQDF] (“An international convention or treaty is an agreement between different countries that is legally binding to the contracting States. Existing international conventions cover different areas, including trade, science, crime, disarmament, transport, and human rights. A convention becomes legally binding to a particular State when that State ratifies it. Signing does not make a convention binding, but it indicates support for the principles of the convention and the country’s intention to ratify it. As contracting States are legally bound to adhere to the principles included in the convention, a monitoring body is often set up to assess State parties’ progress in implementing the convention by considering reports periodically submitted by States. Human rights conventions do not contain any enforcement mechanism to compel States to comply with the principles of the convention or with the recommendations of the monitoring body, and the implementation of these conventions depends on the commitment of each country.”).
national treaties become domestically enforceable law, a point discussed more fully below. One irony is that some scholars would say that all of international law is aspirational, especially with respect to the United States.40 This view may be liberating for the case of the Declaration, which as a practical matter could be just as (non)binding as any of the more classic sources of international law.41

Indeed, as Mauro Barelli has said, “non-binding” legal instruments are growing in importance, such that the Declaration can be seen as “a highly influential legal instrument that can both generate realistic expectations of complying behavior and produce legal effects.”42 There are many examples of these legal effects. Treaty bodies and domestic courts alike are citing the Declaration in their interpretation of (binding) international treaties and national constitutions.43 Moreover, states and Indigenous Peoples have worked together to create mechanisms that support both formal and practical advancement of the Declaration, including the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The Declaration, like other so-called “soft law” instruments may come through state practice to embody “customary international law” and thus give rise to enforceable obligations.44 Along these lines, states, such as Canada, and other governments, including Mexico City and the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, have implemented the Declaration as binding law within

40. There are probably at least two strands of the argument that international law generally is aspirational. The first is that international law is too idealist in nature to be realized practically. See, e.g., Aspiration and Control: International Legal Order Rhetoric and the Essentialization of Culture, 106 HARV. L. REV. 723, 728 (1993) (describing a vision of international law evoking an “aspirational quality associated with utopian completeness . . . evolving toward a more ideal and perfect system.”); see generally SAMUEL MOY, THE LAST UTOPIA: HUMAN RIGHTS IN HISTORY (2012) (arguing the human rights movement emerged as a “utopian” movement following other political platforms in the 1970s). The second is that international law is not enforceable, especially against powerful nations. See Anthony D’Amato, Is International Law Really “Law”, 79 NW. U. L. REV. 1293, 1293–95 (1984/5) (“Many serious students of the law react with a sort of indulgence when they encounter the term ‘international law,’ as if to say, ‘well, we know it isn’t really law, but we know that international lawyers and scholars have a vested professional interest in calling it ‘law.’ Or they may agree to talk about international law as if it were law, a sort of quasi-law or near-law. But it cannot be true law, they maintain, because it cannot be enforced: how do you enforce a rule of law against an entire nation, especially a superpower such as the United States or the Soviet Union?”).

41. The classic sources of international law are enumerated in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice recognizing international treaties, custom, general principles, and judicial decisions as sources of international law. See Statute of the International Court of Justice, June 26, 1945, art. 38, 59 Stat. 1053, 1060.

42. MAURO BARELLI, SEEKING JUSTICE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: THE SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 25 (2015). For recent scholarship on the relationship of the Declaration to international law, as this relationship has evolved from the drafting to adoption and implementation of the Declaration, see JESSIE HOHMANN AND MARC WELLER, EDS., THE UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 7–114 (2018).

43. See infra note 148 (on Human Rights Committee’s Sami cases citing the Declaration and the Belize Supreme Court’s citation to the same).

44. See infra notes 132, 133, and 134 on sources analyzing the extent to which aspects of the Declaration comprise customary international law.
their jurisdictions. For these and other reasons, the former UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples has described the Declaration as a “legal, political and moral imperative,” a characterization more accurate and empowering than describing it as aspirational.

Beyond the technical analysis and observations about the evolution of the status of the Declaration over time, one problem with the United States’ characterization of the Declaration as aspirational is that it acts as a diplomatic showstopper both abroad and at home. Internationally, this language increasingly rankles the Indigenous Peoples, states and UN experts who have been involved, since at least 2014, in a collective effort to “achieve the ends of the Declaration” through practical reform.

In the U.S. context, the insistence that the Declaration is “aspirational” conveys, at least implicitly, the view, that human rights are subordinate to federal Indian law, a clearly binding domestic body of law that contains and perpetuates many vestiges of inequality and discrimination. If the United States wishes to engage in human rights diplomacy with Indigenous Peoples, it would be more constructive to use terminology that establishes common ground and invites discussion about law and policy reform in the Indigenous Peoples’ context. Occasionally, the United States gets closer to a constructive dip-
lomatic posture, as in a 2019 document suggesting that “[t]he Declaration expresses aspirations that the United States seeks to achieve within the structure of the U.S. Constitution, laws, and international obligations, while also seeking, where appropriate, to improve our laws and policies.”

The latter example suggests that, with increasing encouragement, the United States might start to engage more fully with the current spirit and letter of Indigenous Peoples’ rights in international law.

This Article has two purposes. First, it identifies and contextualizes the instances in recent international diplomatic meetings where the United States has diminished Indigenous Peoples’ human rights through its rhetoric, showing how these continued statements are out of step with the advancement of norms and diplomacy about Indigenous Peoples’ rights. This discussion draws both from scholarly research and the author’s experience at the UN, demonstrating current practices toward implementing the Declaration in other countries. Second, having exposed the problem of the U.S. posture toward Indigenous Peoples’ human rights, the Article calls for the United States to commit to a new approach. Responding to the many calls of tribal governments, the United States must take all measures to implement the Declaration as a matter of domestic and international law, and to make aspirations realities for Indigenous Peoples both at home and abroad.

The Article advances these points as follows. Part II recounts recent activity and statements by the United States in UN bodies dealing with Indigenous Peoples’ rights. Part III analyzes the U.S. view that the Declaration is merely aspirational by reference to the developments under recent international, domestic, and Indigenous practice, all of which strengthen the case for treating the Declaration as a moral, political, and legal imperative. Part IV sets forth some proposals for implementing the Declaration in the United States, with particular attention to the advocacy of American Indian tribes and the opportunity to connect domestic and international policy on Indigenous Affairs. The Article concludes with the hope that the United States might move from aspiration to realization of Indigenous Peoples’ human rights.

II. The United States and Diplomacy on Indigenous Peoples

A. A Recent Snapshot of U.S. Diplomacy in the International Indigenous Peoples’ Arena

In June 2021, the UN Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the Expert Mechanism or EMRIP) held its annual session in Geneva. The Expert Mechanism is a subsidiary body of the Human Rights Council, one of three UN bodies devoted to Indigenous Peoples’ rights. Its mandate is to help states and Indigenous Peoples “achieve the ends” of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples through real-world solutions. The annual session reports on these activities. It also brings together hundreds of state representatives, Indigenous Peoples, UN agencies, and others, to improve the situation of some of the most vulnerable people in the world by sharing human rights challenges and emerging best practices to deal with them.

U.S. participation at the annual session sparked excitement within the international community. During the Trump presidency, the United States had been absent from EMRIP sessions, and was passive in its engagement with international human rights issues more broadly. In 2017, President Trump called home ambassadors from the Human Rights Council and, in 2018, withdrew the United States from the Council over its criticism of Israel, among other issues. These actions sent proverbial shockwaves through the international community. While President Trump had already announced a policy of “America First,” world actors were still stunned when the United States recoiled from human rights leadership. President Trump’s extreme iteration of state sovereignty and subsequent withdrawal from multilateral treaties and diplomatic meetings gave human rights violators new opportunities to shield their activities from international scrutiny.

In 2021, with President Biden in office, the United States was back at the Palais des Nations in Geneva, where the EMRIP annual session was being held, and the human rights community was eager to hear what it had
to say. The Expert Mechanism session that year was held on Zoom to diminish COVID risk, with Indigenous Peoples, states, and others attending remotely over the course of a week from venues around the world. The opening session was devoted to the rights of Indigenous children. The U.S. representative began as follows:

The United States is pleased to be engaging in this EMRIP session. While EMRIP’s report on Indigenous children suggests that the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples creates certain rights, we just want to clarify at the outset, this isn’t the case. The Declaration is an aspirational document.55

Whatever the United States said in its remaining two minutes went unheard. Surprise and dismay seemed to ripple around the world as participants tried to process that the United States had just used its time to denigrate the status of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the world’s consensus instrument on Indigenous Peoples’ human rights. Further, that it had done so in front of an audience of Indigenous leaders and state representatives who were otherwise focused on advancing the rights of Indigenous children, a particularly vulnerable group.

The point that the United States “just wanted to clarify” at the outset was a red herring. The Expert Mechanism had not stated that the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples “creates certain rights.” Human rights are inherent to all people by virtue of their humanity.56 The Declaration iterates how to ensure that Indigenous Peoples can begin to enjoy such universal rights after centuries of denial and oppression by states.

The reactions from Indigenous Peoples were swift and critical. Mohawk representative Kenneth Deer said, with the benefit of decades of UN experience:

I’d like to ask a question to the government of the United States . . . where they say the UN Declaration is “aspirational.” I really need a very clear understanding of what they mean. Article 1 says that Indigenous peoples are subjects of international law. Does that mean Indigenous people are just “aspiring” to be subjects of international law? Article 2 says that Indigenous peoples are peoples equal to all other peoples. Does that mean that Indigenous peoples are not peoples but only “aspire” to be peoples? They only “aspire” to be equal to all other peoples? I need an explanation from the United States. Because I think this is a really mis-

55. Statement of the United States to the United Nations 14th Session of the UN Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, UN Web TV, (July 12, 2021), https://media.un.org/en/asset/k1v/1k/v1f7v1b1fbc1id-IWAR1TqG_SMIF9wkNDC2jgg57mTeaLZFBJrziKdYeYjef1c4jol13DEDw-s0o [https://perma.cc/2NKE-BN8W].
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leading term. Because if states mean that Indigenous Peoples are not peoples but only “aspiring” to be peoples, I think that’s racist and it sets back the whole campaign of Indigenous Peoples searching for equality.57

Canada jumped right in with an alternative view: “Canada recognizes the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as a foundational element for reconciliation and for rebalancing the relationship between the state and Indigenous Peoples.”58 Indeed, shortly after the discovery of the graves in Kamloops, British Columbia, Canada enacted the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act of 2021 to bring Canadian law in alignment with the Declaration.59 The Act affirms the Declaration as a universal human rights instrument with application in Canadian law to guide Indigenous Peoples law and policy in Canada, and calls for a National Action Plan, developed in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous Peoples, to implement the Declaration.60 As the Canadian representative described, the new Act would “guide the federal implementation of the Declaration in consultation with Indigenous peoples.”61

Perhaps most poignantly, Grand Chief Wilton Littlechild, a fluent Cree-speaking diplomat in his eighties said, with emotion and experience in every word: “If I may take the liberty . . . to comment on the speaker from the United States who referenced [the Declaration] as an aspirational instrument, we’re way beyond that statement now.”62

A deeply respected elder statesman in 2021, Chief Littlechild had been kept in a residential school, known only by a number instead of a name, from age six to eighteen.63 The fact that he had survived and gone on to become a lawyer, legislator, and diplomat was a miracle, particularly given that the remains of 215 children had just been found on the grounds of another residential school.64 In front of the entire world, there was fresh

58. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id.
evidence Canada had violated Indigenous children’s rights to life and committed genocide. The time when Indigenous rights could be relegated to “aspiration,” whether legal or moral, had so emphatically passed in Canada that this word could only cause embarrassment to the state and hurt to the Indigenous Peoples.

For observers of the big picture, the U.S. statement at the Expert Mechanism session was unsettling beyond the context of this particular meeting. The United States had always been a leader on human rights and observers hoped the Trump years were going to be a minor blip in the larger scheme of things. During the campaign for the 2020 election, the Democratic Party Platform articulated strong commitments to advance international human rights, including the rights of Indigenous Peoples. When President Biden announced that the United States was back as a leader on the world stage, and returning specifically to the Human Rights Council, many breathed a sigh of relief. Biden said he would rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement, push back on China and Russia on both their internal and external policies, and help refugees. At least in the West, people anticipated the return of the United States as a very positive development for human rights.

Yet, in one of the Biden Administration’s first appearances at the UN, the U.S. representative was making statements considered “racist.” To understand how the United States found itself in this situation, the next sub-part looks back at certain developments concerning Indigenous Peoples’ rights taking place at the UN from 2007 to 2023 in which the United

65. In 2020, the Democratic Party Platform expressly connected international human rights and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, as follows: Democrats believe that freedom of religion and the right to believe—or not to believe—are fundamental human rights. We will never use protection of that right as a cover for discrimination. We reject the politicization of religious freedom in American foreign policy, and we condemn atrocities against religious minorities around the world—from ISIS’ genocide of Christians and Yazidis, to China’s mass internment of Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities, to Burma’s persecution of the Rohingya, to attacks on religious minorities in Northeast Syria. Democrats believe that the United States should serve as a model for countries around the world when it comes to safeguarding and promoting the rights of Indigenous peoples. We will reaffirm the Obama-Biden Administration’s support for, and strive to advance the principles of, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Consistent with the Declaration, the United States should urge the United Nations and the Organization of American States to create mechanisms that include the formal participation of Tribal nations.

68. See The White House, supra note 66.
69. See Deer, supra note 57.
States has lagged behind many other of the world’s countries in recognizing the human rights of Indigenous Peoples. At a more fine-grained level, the review of recent history shows first the U.S. refusal to support the Declaration from 2007 to 2010, followed by progress toward embracing the Declaration from 2010 to 2016, and then a discernible pause in that progress beginning when President Trump began to withdraw from multilateral diplomacy in 2017. These trends resound somewhat with larger political platforms in which Democrats have prioritized both international and Indigenous engagement. Yet it is also worth noting that, as of early 2023, the Biden administration has not yet made progress advancing the Declaration in international or domestic settings, and that institutional conservatism on this point seems to emanate from the State Department across administrations, whether Democratic or Republican.

B. The United States and Diplomacy Concerning Indigenous Peoples from 2007 to 2016

In 2007, as noted above, the UN General Assembly voted 144 to four (with eleven abstentions) in favor of adopting the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, an effort that both Indigenous leaders and states, along with UN experts, had worked on for many years. The United States voted against the Declaration, putting it in the company of three other settler-colonial powers—Canada, Australia, and New Zealand—who were also reluctant to admit that Indigenous Peoples had human rights.70 Perhaps embracing the universal human rights of Indigenous Peoples was a non-starter for these settler-colonial states, whose founding depended on dispossessing Indigenous Peoples of their own governments, lands, and autonomies.71 The United States said as much when it cast the “no” vote against the Declaration in 2007,72 objecting to the Declaration’s use of the term “self-determination” in Article 3 because in other legal instruments this term conveyed “independence.”73 In the U.S. view, “indigenous peoples generally are not entitled to . . . any right of self-government within

72. See “Observations of the United States with respect to the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” [Hereinafter “Observations”], excerpted in Anaya, International Human Rights, supra note 26, at 70–73. A word about this source: In 2007, when announcing the U.S. vote against the Declaration, the U.S. representative made a statement to the General Assembly referring to a document captioned “Observations of the United States with respect to the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.” Unfortunately, in 2023, the U.S. State Department archives appear to have taken down the “Observations” document from its website. Thus this article cites to the version excerpted in Anaya.
73. See id. at 70.
the nation-state.\(^{74}\) The United States indicated that the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations, which had drafted the Declaration, was supposed “to develop aspirational principles dealing with the concept of self-government within the framework of the nation-state.”\(^{75}\) Stated another way, the United States had expected the Working Group to cabin Indigenous rights within the rubric of domination by settler-colonial states. Instead, what the Working Group had done, according to the State Department, was to describe Indigenous rights “in extremely general and absolute terms”\(^{76}\)—namely the same terms used in instruments like the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, thus recognizing Indigenous Peoples as subjects of international law, entitled to the same rights as everyone else. Similarly, Article 26 was objectionable because “it appears to require recognition of indigenous rights to lands without regard to other legal rights existing in land, either indigenous or non-indigenous.”\(^{77}\) This article would be problematic, according to the United States, because it would “ignore contemporary realities in most countries by announcing a standard of achievement that would be impossible to implement.”\(^{78}\) The United States further criticized the Declaration’s use of the term “peoples,” its recognition of “individual and collective” rights, and its articulation of “free, prior and informed consent.”\(^{79}\) The problem with the Declaration for the United States in 2007 was that it challenged the assumptions and distributions of the colonial project; it recognized that the subjugation of Indigenous Peoples violated universal human rights and had to be remedied. Given “the flaws in this text” that “run through all of its most significant positions,” the United States voted against it.\(^{80}\)

By 2010, the political landscape had changed somewhat. Following intense pressure from Indigenous Peoples, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand had all reversed course on the Declaration. In the United States, President Barack Obama was elected with a strong platform on Indigenous affairs.\(^{81}\) In 2010, as noted above, after a process of consideration, President Obama expressed U.S. support for the Declaration at the annual White House Tribal Leaders Conference. It was a momentous announcement that seemed to signal a course correction in Indigenous Affairs that would bring U.S. law and policy into alignment with the rest of the world.\(^{82}\)

\(^{74}\) Id.
\(^{75}\) Id. at 71.
\(^{76}\) Id. at 72.
\(^{77}\) Id. at 71.
\(^{78}\) Id. at 71.
\(^{79}\) Id. at 72-73.
\(^{80}\) Id. at 73.
\(^{81}\) See THE WHITE HOUSE, supra note 30.
\(^{82}\) For example, Jefferson Keel, then President of the National Congress of American Indians, stated that Obama’s support for the Declaration was, “one of the most significant developments in international human rights law in decades. The United States and the Obama Administration have done the right thing today by joining the rest of the world in affirming the inherit rights of Indigenous
Shortly thereafter, the U.S. State Department issued a statement explaining the U.S. position. Whereas in 2007 the United States had said the Declaration was problematic because it transcended the Working Group’s charge to “develop aspirational principles,” now the State Department decided that the Declaration was acceptable because it articulated only aspirational principles. In a 2011 document, the State Department noted:

The United States supports the Declaration, which—while not legally binding or a statement of current international law—has both moral and political force. It expresses both the aspirations of indigenous peoples around the world and those of States in seeking to improve their relations with indigenous peoples. Most importantly, it expresses aspirations of the United States, aspirations that this country seeks to achieve within the structure of the U.S. Constitution, laws, and international obligations, while also seeking, where appropriate, to improve our laws and policies.

This statement, made when the United States had only just come around to supporting the Declaration and expressing shared aspirations of Indigenous Peoples and states, was understandable for its time. From a political perspective, it was probably somewhat of a miracle that the White House Native American team had convinced the President to express support for the Declaration. The legal team at the State Department may have been less moved to change their position and more inclined to issue liability-limiting statements. So perhaps support for “aspirations” was the best anyone could hope for in 2011.

In the ensuing decade, the United States has allowed the “aspirational” language to choke the life out of its international Indigenous rights platform. Its statements often follow a pattern of noting that the Declaration is only aspirational and then articulating the actions that the United States has taken benefitting tribal governments. This posture leaves the impression that the United States is not taking these actions because of the Declaration, but rather because of its own aspirations.


ration and, perhaps more importantly, that it is not taking any significant measures to reform U.S. law or policy to align with the Declaration. There are several problems with this approach. As noted above, it offends the Indigenous Peoples and states who are committed to advancing the Declaration per se. Secondly, this approach has a silencing effect, limiting possibilities for constructive dialogue regarding the Declaration. Perhaps this is the United States’ own aspiration—to quell or delay dialogue about advancing the Declaration—but it seems shortsighted in light of U.S. leadership in human rights and, more generally, the norm of diplomacy that seeks to keep channels of communication open rather than closed.  

While the United States continues to reiterate the 2011 qualifying language, global norms on Indigenous Peoples’ rights under the Declaration have begun to change. Notably, in 2014, all 193 UN Member States adopted the Outcome Document of the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples. The significance of this resolution, adopted by consensus, signaled the moment at which the world community shifted gears from the challenge of adopting the Declaration to the need to implement it. In the key paragraphs, Member States pledged:

We commit ourselves to taking, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, appropriate measures at the national level, including legislative, policy and administrative measures, to achieve the ends of the Declaration and to promote awareness of it among all sectors of society, including members of legislatures, the judiciary and the civil service.

We commit ourselves to cooperating with indigenous peoples, through their own representative institutions, to develop and implement national action plans, strategies or other measures, where relevant, to achieve the ends of the Declaration.

The language reflected changing norms. There was no mention of aspiration but rather of “taking . . . measures . . . to achieve the ends of the Declaration.”

Beyond formal language, the 2014 Outcome Document has also ushered in practical changes at the UN, giving states and Indigenous Peoples sup-
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88. The leading scholar on international norm development is Harold Koh. See, e.g., Harold Hongju Koh, Why Do Nations Obey International Law?, 106 YALE L.J. 2599, 2603 (1997) (“[T]ransnational legal process promotes the interaction, interpretation, and internalization of international legal norms.”).
89. G.A. Res. 69/2, World Conference on Indigenous Peoples Outcome (Sept. 22, 2014) [hereinafter World Conference Outcome].
90. Id. at 2.
91. Id.
port in actually achieving the ends of the Declaration. The 2014 resolution in support of the Document provided:

We invite the Human Rights Council, taking into account the views of indigenous peoples, to review the mandates of its existing mechanisms, in particular the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, during the sixty-ninth session of the General Assembly, with a view to modifying and improving the Expert Mechanism so that it can more effectively promote respect for the Declaration, including by better assisting Member States to monitor, evaluate and improve the achievement of the ends of the Declaration.92 Or, as Delegate Teehee put it: “If you’re going to lead, lead.”93

Accordingly, in 2016, the Human Rights Council expanded the mandate of the Expert Mechanism, previously focused on advising the Council, to “assist Member States, upon request, in achieving the ends of the Declaration.”94 This was a major development that created a UN infrastructure devoted to transitioning the Declaration from a formal instrument to a source of human rights “on the ground.” This development would likely not have happened without the leadership of the United States under President Obama and his representative to the Human Rights Council, Ambassador Keith Harper.95

The United States was present for and supported the 2014 resolution in which States committed to achieve the ends of the Declaration, and in 2016 the United States was deeply involved in advancing the new EMRIP mandate to support states and Indigenous Peoples in practical work to meet that objective. Perhaps the United States’ trajectory as a leader in Indigenous Peoples’ human rights would have continued, but in 2017, President Trump took office and the entire posture of international engagement changed.

C. In the Absence of the United States: The World Community’s Progress in Realizing the Aims of the Declaration from 2017 to the Present

When President Trump took office in 2017, he made clear that the era of international cooperation was over.96 He called home many U.S. ambassa-

92. Id. at 3.
93. Telephone Interview with Kimberly Teehee, Cherokee Nation Delegate to Congress (July 21, 2021).
dors, made his “America First” speech to the UN, and withdrew from key treaties. For the purposes of this Article, Trump’s most significant act was to greatly reduce the U.S. presence at the Human Rights Council, before formally pulling out of the Council in 2018. In the Indigenous Peoples context, this meant that while the United States had been instrumental in putting together the infrastructure within the Council to shift international practice toward implementing the Declaration, the country was absent during the next four to five years, in which these plans came to fruition. Unfortunately, even when the United States returned to a more active role in international human rights at the beginning of the Biden presidency, it did not assert a leadership role in Indigenous Peoples’ rights.

While the United States was away from the Human Rights Council, other countries both tried to fill the void in Geneva, and to advance the Declaration at home. Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Guatemala, Finland, Sweden, Norway, and other states sent large delegations to sessions of the Council and its subsidiary bodies, effectively elevating the influence of those countries and diminishing that of the United States. Despite certain regressive domestic policies on Indigenous rights, Brazil softened its international rhetoric and even accepted a country engagement from EMRIP about respecting the terms of the Declaration during the COVID-19 pandemic. Russia participated in the International Year of Indigenous Languages, developing a national activity plan, all while the United States was not involved. On the other hand, China ascended to prominent positions in the Human Rights Council, and without the United States there to push back, China advanced a robust view of state sovereignty as a shield for international scrutiny into domestic human rights abuses, including against the Uyghur people.

During the years in which the United States was gone from the Human Rights Council, the Expert Mechanism advanced its mandate: it assisted states and Indigenous Peoples in realizing the aims of the Declaration around the world. The Council’s 2016 resolution had envisioned that the Expert Mechanism would receive requests for “country engagement” in which it would visit Indigenous Peoples and States and help them imple-

97. Id.
100. See Carpenter & Tsykarev, supra note 13, at 108.
ment the Declaration. The modalities for this work included provision of technical advice and facilitation of dialogue, as well as coordination with other UN experts. The Expert Mechanism developed a program of work, educated stakeholders on the new mandate, received requests from dozens of Indigenous Peoples and states from all regions of the world, and produced a substantial track record of successful implementation in cooperation with states, Indigenous Peoples, UN agencies, and others. This point shows both important developments in particular countries and a trend toward implementing the Declaration.

The Expert Mechanism’s first country engagement was requested by the Government of Mexico City—which had already adopted the Declaration explicitly in its new constitution—to assist in developing secondary legislation, programs, and expertise that would help put these rights into practice. In 2017, the Expert Mechanism went to Mexico City, met with Indigenous Peoples, advised government ministers and departments, and advanced understanding of the practical effects of the Declaration for urban and village Indigenous Peoples. That same year, the Expert Mechanism visited Finland on request of the Sami Parliament to provide expertise and facilitate dialogue on national legislation regarding Sami voting rights. In this instance, while Finland could have made some changes based on the Expert Mechanism’s advice, it did not. The matter ended up being discussed by the Human Rights Committee, which opined that Finland had violated Sami rights to participate in public life under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Declaration. In 2019, the Expert Mechanism travelled to New Zealand in response to a joint request of the

government and Maori peoples to provide advice on developing a national action plan to implement the Declaration.\textsuperscript{107}

One of the Expert Mechanism’s most substantial engagements was a country engagement request from the cross-border Yaqui people of Mexico and the United States for assistance on their claim for repatriation of sacred objects from Sweden. After developing a substantial record of the nearly century-old case, EMRIP facilitated dialogue leading to an agreement between Sweden and the Yaqui people to repatriate the sacred objects.\textsuperscript{108} This was the first time (at least to EMRIP’s knowledge) that a state had expressly referenced the Declaration in its decision to repatriate, citing Article 12 for the proposition that “[s]tates shall seek to enable the access and/or repatriation of ceremonial objects and human remains in their possession through fair, transparent and effective mechanisms developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned.”\textsuperscript{109} Aspirational indeed.

In 2021, the Expert Mechanism issued technical advice regarding the need and opportunities for the government of Brazil to protect Indigenous Peoples’ rights under the Declaration during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{110} The Brazil engagement is notable because Brazil was not terribly solicitous of Indigenous rights, especially under then-President Bolsonaro. To the contrary, the administration was accused of rolling back land rights and subjecting Indigenous Peoples to incursions by miners and farmers.\textsuperscript{111} In response to criticisms of its treatment of Indigenous Peoples, Brazil had at the 2019 EMRIP session emphasized the supremacy of the national constitution over the Declaration.\textsuperscript{112} But in 2021, when the Expert Mechanism engaged with the Brazilian Ministries of Health, Indigenous Affairs, and


\textsuperscript{109.} Id. at 7.
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others, no one started (or ended) the conversation with anything akin to “the Declaration is an aspirational document.” Rather, they participated in Zoom call after Zoom call, shared facts and figures about vaccines and medical supplies, answered Expert Mechanism questions about judicial decisions and land demarcations, and generally participated in a constructive conversation. The engagement resulted in substantive advice about protecting Indigenous Peoples’ rights during the pandemic, including the sensitive points that Brazil had obligations to protect the lives of peoples in voluntary isolation or otherwise vulnerable because of land rights violations, lack of access to health care, and language discrimination.113 At least in this one recent example, Brazil appeared to skip denigrating the Declaration in favor of getting the work done.

After these country engagements, state representatives have attended subsequent Expert Mechanism sessions in Geneva to report and reflect on the challenges and opportunities of such engagements and to make recommendations for further activities. Many states have participated constructively in the negotiation of resolutions to the Human Rights Council regarding the rights of Indigenous Peoples under the Declaration.114 Agencies and treaty bodies including the International Labour Organization engaged in substantive discussion about the meaning of such contested terms as “free, prior, and informed consent,” and rather than rejecting them altogether, have worked to make meaning out of evolving human rights norms.115 These conversations may be difficult, but they have been productive and participants have been thoughtful and engaged.116 Many states are now trying to report to the UN how they are advancing the Declaration in cooperation with other participants in the human rights system.

The United States has been somewhat absent from the work and its statements to the UN reflect outdated norms. Even when the United States is advancing tribal rights, it studiously avoids tying U.S. measures in Indian law to the Declaration, instead listing all of the useful things (primarily money) domestic law and policy has to offer Indian tribes.117 In this way,
the United States usually avoids acknowledging the need to engage in legal reform to bring domestic law into compliance with international human rights standards.118

Even after the negative reception of its statement at the 2021 Expert Mechanism session, the State Department has not changed course. In 2022, the United States attended the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues in New York. At the North American regional meeting, the Canadian government and Indigenous representatives spoke one after another about their progress in implementing the Declaration.119 In contrast, the U.S. representative opened her statement by calling the Declaration “aspirational.”120 You could have heard a pin drop.

III. THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Having noted the persistence of the United States’ characterization of the Declaration as “aspirational” and the ways in which this language is out of step with developments and discourse in Indigenous Peoples’ rights, this Part of the Article steps back to assess whether this characterization is defensible. It does so by analyzing the development, substance, and status of the Declaration as a matter of international, domestic, and Indigenous law. While “aspirational” is not a legal term of art, the Article argues that the State Department’s use of the term to mean that the Declaration contains no legal imperative is wrong or, at the very least, deserves a great deal more analysis and consideration. Indeed, the leading scholar of Indigenous Peoples’ human rights, S. James Anaya, made the point years ago, arguing persuasively that the Declaration is a “moral, political, and legal imperative.”121 Since Anaya’s statement, the case for treating the Declaration as an
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118. One notable exception is Secretary Debra Haaland’s 2021 statement, see infra note 255.


120. Id. (author’s meeting notes on file).

“imperative” versus an “aspiration” has only grown stronger by virtue of developments in international, state, and Indigenous Peoples’ own practices in recent years. The upshot is that the United States should drop the language of aspiration and recommit to “achieving the ends of the Declaration,” as it pledged to do in 2014.

Reflecting for a moment on legal history, Indigenous Peoples advanced the Declaration in the first place as a means of insisting on their humanity. For hundreds of years, international law had never quite treated Indigenous Peoples as fully entitled to the rights of individuals or powers of states. During the eras of conquest and colonization from the 1400s to 1900s, Indigenous Peoples had been profoundly oppressed around the world, mostly by European monarchs and explorers, religious institutions, and settlers, that sought to subdue Indigenous Peoples, take their land, and destroy their cultures. But Indigenous Peoples resisted in many ways, not only through military defense at home, but also through engagement in international diplomacy. First through bilateral and multilateral treaty practices, and then by appearances at the League of Nations and later the United Nations, Indigenous Peoples advocated for legal limits on the power of nation states to obliterate them. They made inroads in various venues, becoming known as entities and personalities on the world stage, for example, by insisting on treaty rights. Some were disappointed to have their interests largely ignored in advocacy and diplomacy on decolonization in the 1950s and 1960s, which was so critical in independence movements by African states, for example. Beginning in the 1980s, however, Indigenous Peoples coalesced around the need for a specialized instrument to recognize their human rights, and negotiated with states over the text of the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples for decades before it was adopted by the General Assembly in 2007.

The Declaration broadly and holistically recognizes Indigenous Peoples’ rights to life and survival, equality and self-determination, to political participation and consultation, to land, culture, religion, language, and other rights long denied in virtually every country of the world. As Anaya has
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said, these are universal human rights whose articulation in the Declaration is necessary only because they have been so long denied to Indigenous Peoples through the oppressive activities of states. These universal rights must be contextualized in the historical, legal, and cultural context of Indigenous Peoples to ensure their meaningful enjoyment and realization.

The process leading to the adoption of the Declaration was notable for its inclusion of Indigenous Peoples, lending the ultimate product credibility and legitimacy, as well as cultural and political resonance. Drafting the Declaration and securing the support of the General Assembly were major victories not only for Indigenous Peoples, but also for the international legal community as it sought to become more inclusive. Substantively, the Declaration recognizes both individual and collective rights and identifies “peoples” as rights-holders, facilitating advancements of international human rights thinking and practice. The Declaration is also notable for looking both to the past and future, and recognizing the need to remedy past harms and ensure ongoing rights.

The word “aspiration”, which is included in the instrument, is not exactly a legal term of art, even if it appears quite often in human rights discourse. From a colloquial perspective, Professor Kermit Roosevelt has written:

"Aspiration is a word of several meanings. With respect to people, an aspiration can be a hope or a dream, a destination towards which one’s life is directed. That is, of course, the most common meaning. But it can also be something that is sucked out of a person. And, in almost an opposite sense, it can be something inhaled into the lungs, upon which a person runs the risk of choking."

Clearly, we are all choking on aspirations when it comes to the U.S. posture on Indigenous Peoples’ rights. But why? The State Department appears to use the word “aspiration” to signal that an international instrument, or a term within it, is “non-binding,” as in not legally enforceable.

---
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133. ANAYA, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 26, at 59.


135. A recent example is the Global Compact For Safe, Orderly And Regular Migration, July 13, 2018, an instrument negotiated by states and others to advance a human rights approach to safe and
From a technical perspective, declarations like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples are adopted by resolution of the UN General Assembly.\textsuperscript{136} Resolutions may be by vote or consensus. If successful, they are considered to be expressions of the will of the body.\textsuperscript{137} They are binding in certain UN financial and operational contexts, but not generally with respect to the substantive obligations of states.\textsuperscript{138}

Declarations adopted by General Assembly resolution are thus distinct from the classic sources of international law, namely treaties, custom, general principles, and judicial decisions, which are thought to confer substantive obligations among states. These four sources are set forth in Article 38 of the Statute of International Court of Justice, which has taken on a life of its own, coming to define what is and is not considered law in the international arena.\textsuperscript{139} Beyond the Indigenous rights context, the State Department may be interested in, or concerned about, any number of so-called “soft law” instruments.\textsuperscript{140} The very existence of soft law instruments may give states like the United States the opportunity to help nudge norm development in areas in which they are not prepared to sign a formal treaty.

Turning to the specific circumstances of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including its own character, content, and status, Professor Anaya has said:

“[E]ven though the Declaration itself is not legally binding in the same way that a treaty is, the Declaration reflects legal commitments that are related to the [United Nations] Charter, other


\textsuperscript{139} Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice confirms international treaties, custom, general principles, and judicial decisions as sources of international law. See Statute of the International Court of Justice, 59 Stat. 1055, 1060, art. 38 (June 26, 1945). Some scholars have criticized overreliance on Article 38 as the "paradigmatic" definition of the sources of international law for all purposes. See, e.g., IUS Gentium, Chapter 3 The Imperfect Paradigm: Article 38 Of The Statute Of The International Court Of Justice, 57 IUS GENTIUM 51, 51–53 (2016).

\textsuperscript{140} See Dinah Shelton, Commentary and Conclusions, in COMMITMENT AND COMPLIANCE: THE ROLE OF NON-BINDING NORMS IN THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM 449–463 (Shelton et al. eds., 2000).
treaty commitments and customary international law.” 141 In terms of its content, the Declaration is, first and foremost, about “fundamental human rights principles such as nondiscrimination, self-determination, and cultural integrity” deeply ingrained in classic sources of international law (and many countries’ domestic laws too).142 In this respect, the “Declaration can be seen as embodying or providing an authoritative interpretation of norms that are already legally binding and found elsewhere in international human rights law, including in various human rights treaties.” 143

One challenge for the United States is that our system of federal Indian law has treated American Indians as exceptional, 144 singling them out for special treatment (whether protective or destructive) in cases about property, race, and so on, raising potential questions about how nondiscrimination applies.145 Perhaps the exceptional nature of Indian tribes in the United States underlies the State Department’s view that the “self-determination” envisioned by the Declaration is “a new and distinct international concept of self-determination specific to indigenous peoples . . . that is different from the existing right of self-determination in international law.” 146 While not surprising that the State Department wanted to quell any notion that Indigenous Peoples might secede from the United States or impair its territorial integrity, it is difficult to square this statement with the universality of human rights.147

141. Anaya, infra note 170. Professor Anaya was writing about the widely accepted notion that treaties (bilateral and multilateral agreements between states) are binding among signatories, once ratified and deposited. In the United States, it is not entirely clear that even international treaties are binding. While the United States seems to take most of its treaty obligations seriously and engage in formal processes of withdrawal to become unbound, it is also true that the United States typically opts out of international enforcement mechanisms (i.e., treaty monitoring bodies) and, as a domestic matter, courts will not give substantive effect to international treaties unless they have been expressly domesticated through implementing legislation. All of that said, the idea that “legally binding” means “enforceable” has been roundly critiqued; it is probably more salient to think of international law as giving rise to obligations that can be realized in a number of ways, with varying degrees and types of voluntariness and coercion at the intersection of law and society. With my co-author I addressed various theories of implementing human rights law—ranging from legal enforceability to sociological acculturation—in Carpenter & Riley, Jurisgenerative, supra note 32, at 179, 205–14.
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145. See generally Sarah Krakoff, Inextricably Political: Race, Membership and Tribal Sovereignty, 87 Wash. L. Rev. 1041 (2012); Sarah Krakoff, They Were Here First: American Indian Tribes, Race, and the Constitutional Minimum, 69 Stan. L. Rev. 2017 (analyzing the relationship among racial identity, political statutes, and settler colonialism).


147. An update to the State Department’s 2011 statement on the Declaration could take into account developments on the right of self-determination in the Indigenous Peoples’ context. While self-
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The Declaration’s legal imperative is seen, felt, and extended when international and state authorities cite it. In this regard, recent jurisprudence from the UN’s treaty bodies is illustrative. For example, the Human Rights Committee cited the Declaration in its 2019 decisions on Sami political rights under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in Indigenous Peoples’ cases.148 The Committee to Eliminate Racial Discrimination, another leading treaty body, has urged Canada to seek guidance from the Expert Mechanism on implementing the term “free, prior, and informed consent” in several letters under its Early Warning procedure.149 In both instances, the Declaration takes on powerful “interpretive” effect,150 helping to illuminate what, for example, political participation means in the case of Indigenous Peoples for whom cultural identity and self-determination compel collective representation in government.

In terms of state practice, Canada’s legislation expressly recognizing the legal effect of the Declaration, Mexico City’s incorporation of the Declaration into its constitution, and New Zealand’s commencement of a National Action Plan to implement the Declaration all illustrate the Declaration’s legal import.151 Indigenous Peoples’ own practices should also be considered as evidence of their understanding of the substantive importance and legal status of the Declaration. The Implementation Project, a joint initiative of the Native American Rights Fund and University of Colorado, has studied develop-

determination is a complicated concept, a recent study identifies good practices by states and Indigenous Peoples to achieve the right of self-determination, see, e.g., EMRIP study https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G21/215/48/PDF/G2121548.pdf?OpenElement, and largely eschews the outdated notion that it necessarily threatens the territorial integrity of states or is incompatible with the status of Indigenous Peoples. See Anaya, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 26, at 58–70. For related scholarship considering the meaning of “sovereignty,” as a matter of international law in the early history of the U.S., see Seth Davis, Eric Biber, & Elena Kempf Persisting Sovereignties, 170 U. PA. L. REV. 549, 553–60 (2022). The discussion about self-determination and sovereignty raises larger questions including whether the status of Indian tribes, Alaska Natives and Native Hawaiians can be “undomesticated”, compare Philip P. Frickey, Domesticating Federal Indian Law, 81 MINN. L. REV. 31, 36 (2006) (considering the evolution of tribal sovereignty from an international to domestic law framework in Supreme Court decisionmaking), issues that this article leaves for another day.


151. See supra note 104 and infra note 185 (describing these advancements).
ments in American Indian tribal government with respect to the Declaration. The Project’s 2021 “Tribal Implementation Toolkit,” prepared in conjunction with UCLA Law School, found that tribal governments are using their lawmaking powers in two key ways with respect to the Declaration: (1) by issuing resolutions calling on the United States to implement it, and (2) by adopting the Declaration in their own tribal laws and programs.

Many tribes have called for the U.S. federal government—as well as state and local governments—to implement the Declaration. The Pit River Tribe of California passed a resolution expressing their support for the Declaration and its principles stating that it is “a minimum expression of the Indigenous rights” of their tribe.152 The Seminole Nation of Oklahoma also voted to “recognize and affirm” the Declaration in 2010.153 In 2008, the Gila River Indian Community adopted a resolution that recognized and affirmed the Declaration and gave their Governor authorization “to take all steps necessary to carry out the intent” of that resolution.154 In 2014, the Cherokee Nation voted to adopt a resolution that urged the UN to create a mechanism that would encourage countries to implement the Declaration, address the violence Indigenous women and children experience, and establish a new status for Indigenous governments that allows them to be recognized as sovereigns with unique societies and cultures.155

Other tribes have implemented articles of the Declaration related to specific subject matter. Language is particularly important to many tribes due to significant loss of native speakers.156 The Ho-Chunk Nation passed the Ho-Chunk Nation Language and Culture Code, which addresses this by asserting their basic language rights including (1) the right to be educated in their native tongue; (2) the right to have their language recognized in the Ho-Chunk Nation Constitution and laws of the Ho-Chunk Nation, and; (3) the right to live free from discrimination based on their language.157 The Code also expresses their right to “revitalize, use, develop, and transmit to future generations their histories, languages, and oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and retain our own names for communities, places and persons.”158

154. TOOLKIT, supra note 152, at 11.
155. Id.
156. Id. at 18.
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Tribal Court from California, in conjunction with the Sovereign Bodies Institute, worked to create reports surrounding gender rights issues within the tribe. This project hoped to establish a system to investigate missing and murdered indigenous women, girls, and Two-Spirit persons. The tribe also codified rights to land and water, as well as the rights to nature itself based on Article 26 of the Declaration.

Two U.S. tribes have gone a step further and fully adopted the Declaration into their tribal laws. The Muscogee (Creek) Nation took the Declaration and translated it into their language, Mvskoke, to express the importance of these rights within the context of their culture. They adopted the Declaration in 2016. The Pawnee Nation also adopted the Declaration by passing the Pawnee Nation Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act (PNDRIPA) which calls on the U.S. government to implement the Declaration’s “minimum standards” into federal laws and policy. The PNDRIPA also states that all future laws and regulations for the tribe will conform to the standards set forth in the Declaration and sets up an internal procedure to change existing law and policy to meet these standards.

Thus, the Declaration has influenced the interpretation and application of classic sources of international law; it has been adopted through national, municipal, and Indigenous legislation, and cited in courts of several nations. Has it acquired customary international law status? In 2012, the International Law Association (ILA) stated: “The 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) as a whole cannot yet be considered as a statement of existing customary international law.” However, the circumstances in which the Declaration was adopted—that is, by an overwhelming number of states who voted in favor of provisions “subsumed within the framework of the obligations established by the Charter of the United Nations to promote and protect human rights on a nondiscriminatory basis,” according to the ILA, “leads to an expectation of maximum compliance by States and the other relevant actors.” Moreover, the ILA opined that states have an obligation to respect certain rights articulated in the Declaration as a matter of both customary and conventional international law, namely the right to self-determination, autonomy or self-government, cultural rights and identity, land rights, as
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well as reparation, redress, and remedies. The ILA concluded that states should restructure their domestic laws and policies to comply with the Declaration, and that international bodies and other stakeholders should facilitate the realization of Indigenous Peoples’ rights worldwide.

The Declaration’s status as customary international law (or indeed “principle,” another squishy category) may be evolving. But the case for the Declaration’s importance and applicability is already clear. As Professor Anaya has said: “the significance of the Declaration is not to be diminished by assertions of its technical status as a resolution that in itself has a non-legally binding character. Implementation of the Declaration should be regarded as political, moral and, yes, legal imperative without qualification.” International, domestic, and Indigenous Peoples’ legal practices progressing towards implementation supports an understanding of the Declaration as an imperative, rather than an aspiration, today.

IV. “If You’re Going to Lead, Lead”

In 2010, when President Obama expressed U.S. support for the Declaration, Cherokee Nation citizen Kim Teehee was the White House Senior Policy Advisor for Native American Affairs. Today she is the Cherokee Nation’s Delegate to Congress, pursuant to the Treaty of 1835, albeit not yet seated in that role.

In a recent conversation, Delegate Teehee recalled at least two objectives associated with the Obama administration’s support for the Declaration. One was to improve the situation of American Indian individuals and tribes within the United States through law and policy reform inspired by the Declaration. The other was to serve as an example for the international community with respect to the just treatment of Indigenous Peoples. The latter point was reiterated by the State Department when it said: “U.S. agencies look forward to continuing to work with tribal leaders, and all interested stakeholders, so that the United States can be a better model for the international community in protecting and promoting the rights of indigenous peoples.”
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The interconnectedness of domestic and international human rights policy recalls enduring visions for U.S. leadership. According to the U.S. State Department, “a central goal of U.S. foreign policy has been the promotion of respect for human rights, as embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” As the State Department has explained, “Supporting democracy not only promotes such fundamental American values as religious freedom and worker rights, but also helps create a more secure, stable, and prosperous global arena in which the United States can advance its national interests. In addition, democracy is the one national interest that helps to secure all the others.”

Numerous scholars and commentators have noted the hypocrisy, unevenness, and overreach of the United States’s international agenda—contrasting U.S. rhetoric abroad with action at home, and criticizing instances where it has done harm to vulnerable peoples around the world. These issues are too complex to undertake in this Essay. It is clear, however, that while the United States proclaims its intention to promote human rights globally, it is neglecting to take a leadership role in the worldwide commitment to advance Indigenous Peoples’ human rights by implementing the Declaration. As Pawnee Nation President Walter Echo-Hawk has noted, the United States is “not the world’s leading democracy on Indigenous rights,” having been surpassed by other states—notably Canada—in applying the Declaration both internally and externally.

This is a very curious situation for the United States to find itself in, portraying itself as a champion of American Indian rights and benefits at various UN meetings, largely by articulating the sums of money it spends on Indian programs, but failing to get on the bandwagon when it comes to the Declaration.

In international venues, the United States keeps touting the benefits of federal Indian law, all the while allowing Indigenous Peoples to suffer human rights violations at home. Not only is this offensive to American Indians, but it also undermines U.S. attempts to champion human rights elsewhere. As just one example, the United States has repeatedly expressed
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concern about China’s massacre of the Uyghurs on the basis of their minority religious identity. 181 Moreover, the United States has an entire federal commission devoted to extending the human right to religion, under Article 18 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, around the world. 182 The Commission claims, “While religious freedom is America’s first freedom, it also is a core human right international law and treat[ies] recognize; a necessary component of U.S. foreign policy and America’s commitment to defending democracy and freedom globally; and a vital element of national security, critical to ensuring a more peaceful, prosperous, and stable world.” 183 But these sentiments sound entirely hypocritical when considered against the current federal Indian law and policies allowing the federal government “to destroy” American Indian religions, a practice that the U.S. Supreme Court has held not to violate the First Amendment, 184 even if it clearly violates the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples’ Articles 12 and 25. 185

As another issue of concern, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, has had predictably horrible impacts on Indigenous Peoples in Ukraine (who are experiencing invasion), Russia (who are experiencing sanctions and reprisals, regardless of whether or not they choose to speak out against the war), and the entire region (in which Indigenous Peoples are being disproportionately recruited or commissioned as soldiers). 186 The war is causing tension among Indigenous Peoples who had previously been united by language and culture against repressive states. 187 Indeed, economic sanctions and border closures are diminishing allegiances between democratically-minded Indigenous Peoples, disabling collaborations between Samis, Karelians, and
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others whose territories cross Finland and Russia, for example.188 As one commentator has observed, “The growing divide is characterized more by sadness than by anger. Sámi advocates on both sides feel that decades of work building connections between Russian Sámi and the West have been undone overnight.”189

As the United States competes with Russia and China to access the Arctic190—for economic, security, and environmental reasons—it is probably short-sighted to divide the Sami and other Indigenous Peoples whose linguistic and cultural collaborations would foster understanding, peace, and democracy in the region.191 Of course, the United States and others concerned with human rights could bring attention to this situation by noting the impacts of war and sanctions on Indigenous Peoples and by citing to the Declaration’s Article 36, which recognizes the rights of Indigenous Peoples in cross-border situations. Yet, it would be hard for the United States to call for robust implementation of the Declaration in this context when it has denigrated the document elsewhere.

If the United States wishes to reclaim leadership in this space, it should embrace a vision of universal human rights that expressly includes Indigenous Peoples. It is time for the United States to implement the Declaration at home, as tribal governments have called for, and to stop giving human rights abusers cover by undermining the Declaration in international venues. The appropriate course is to acknowledge the United States has already committed to “achieving the aims” of the Declaration since 2014, to use that language in lieu of “the Declaration is aspirational,” and to undertake legal and policy reform accordingly.192

A. Implementing the Declaration Domestically

The Declaration’s own text calls for domestic implementation, as in Article 38’s provision: “[s]tates in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous Peoples, shall take the appropriate measures, including legislative measures, to achieve the ends of this Declaration.”193 And, as noted above,
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States, including the United States, committed to take domestic measures to achieve the ends of the Declaration in 2014.194

Nationally, tribal leaders have called for action to fulfill these commitments.195 The National Congress of American Indians, the largest and most representative organization of tribes, has passed several resolutions calling on the United States, first to support the Declaration,196 and more recently, to implement it.197 As tribal leaders innovate in their own jurisdictions and observe examples in other countries, these resolutions have become more detailed. For example, in a 2020 resolution, NCAI called on President Biden to announce support for the Declaration, form a national commission to study it, and work towards a national action plan for implementation.198 A 2021 NCAI resolution again calls on the administration to advance a national action plan on the Declaration, as well as to appoint an Ambassador on Global Indigenous Affairs to coordinate between the State Department and tribes on international matters, and to support the enhanced participation of American Indian tribal nations in all international and regional organizations.199 A resolution of the Inter-Tribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes, representing the 815,000 members of the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Muscogee (Creek), and Seminole Nations, calls for similar actions.200

Any major effort toward policy reform, especially to advance human rights for Indigenous Peoples, such as the NCAI resolution calling for study and planning is appropriate. It also corresponds with other Indian law reform efforts, such as the establishment of the Federal Indian Policy Commission in the 1970s201 and the Indian Law and Order Commission in the 2010s.202 A threshold issue for such a commission on the Declaration would include the scope and purpose of the effort. Reform inspired by the Declaration could be very broad-based, adopting a human rights approach to Indian affairs and committing to decolonization of federal Indian Law. Or it could focus on problems, identifying the legacies of federal Indian law and
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policy (for example, language loss caused by the boarding schools)\textsuperscript{203} causing ongoing harm and consider the standards of the Declaration as a basis for remedies (Article 8’s call for remedying cultural assimilation and Article 13’s standard on language rights). In the discussion below, the Article presents a number of preliminary suggestions.

Broad-based implementation of the Declaration would raise questions regarding core assumptions of our legal system. How can the United States recognize Indigenous Peoples’ land rights under Article 26 and 27 without dispossessing current property holders (potentially including other tribes)? How can the United States effectuate the right of American Indian tribal governments to participate in decision-making under Article 18 in light of our current system, in which only individuals and states are entitled to direct representation? These are questions that go to the heart of democracy and justice in an era of decolonization. However, they are solvable, through negotiation and innovation, and must be addressed over time to promote true justice and peace among people in the United States. In partial answer to these questions, a commission could study how these concerns play out in Canada, New Zealand, and Mexico City, where implementation is already underway.\textsuperscript{204}

There are other threshold issues to consider, including how to address potential downsides, even from an Indigenous rights’ perspective, to implementing the Declaration. Some advocates may fear that focusing on domestic implementation will diminish Indigenous Peoples’ interests in developing international diplomatic channels and elevating their international status.\textsuperscript{205} Others might query why Indigenous Peoples would want to embrace an international document from a state-centric system like the United Nations.\textsuperscript{206} Some Kanaka Maoli have articulated the view that their claims to sovereignty in Hawaii are better advanced through international law’s paradigms on “anti-occupation” rather than the Declaration’s “self-determination” model.\textsuperscript{207} Spirited discourse on these questions would be critical to an informed implementation process.
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Any decision to implement the Declaration would have to be understood as a sustained and complex one. In the spirit of the NCAI and tribal resolutions calling for implementation, the Article outlines some early stage thoughts about process and substance.208

1. Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Processes

In some countries, such as New Zealand, Indigenous Peoples have called on the Executive Branch to lead efforts to implement the Declaration through a national action plan.209 Whereas previously implementation in New Zealand had been rather ad hoc, the Minister of Maori Development in New Zealand has stated that a national action plan will be important “to measure domestic policy progress” and to “raise New Zealand’s influence on indigenous policy in international forums.”210

It makes sense for the White House to initiate a similarly coherent approach, incorporating study and analysis leading to a “national action plan” in the United States. Implementing the Declaration is a potentially transformative activity that merits sustained consideration and dialogue. The White House Council on Native Americans, which already gathers federal department and agencies with Indigenous Peoples’ portfolios, could take a leadership role.211 The Council could enlist experts on the Declaration, including tribal leaders who have called for its implementation, to provide some basic education to federal department and agency heads. Each department or agency could then be asked to assess the extent to which its policies already align with the Declaration and what measures might be undertaken to improve those that do not. At the same time, the State Department should update its 2011 statement on the Declaration to reflect advances in international and domestic law, policy, and norms since that time.212

Work to implement the Declaration in the Executive Branch would not begin on a blank slate. Several domestic agencies, such as the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the Environmental Protection Agency, already have internal guidance on the Declaration.213 One opportunity to build on these early efforts would be for all federal land manage-
ment agencies, including the United States Forest Service, the National Park Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and others, to adopt internal policies meeting the Declaration’s standards with respect to sacred site protection under Articles 11, 12, 19, and 25 of the Declaration. These measures would require the agencies to ensure that Indigenous Peoples have ongoing access to their sacred sites in fulfillment of religious freedoms. Potential models to meet this objective include co-management, as in the arrangement at Bears Ears National Monument, and negotiated agreements to avoid adversely affecting sacred sites in development, as in several earlier agency decisions at Devils Tower National Monument and Medicine Wheel National Forest.214

Even more broadly, all agencies could consider adopting Article 19’s safeguard of “free, prior, and informed consent” (FPIC) ensuring mutual agreement between the federal and tribal governments regarding legislative matters affecting them.215 There is probably no issue that tribal leaders complain more about than the current dysfunctional process of federal tribal consultation in which agencies must reach out to tribes with notice and an opportunity to discuss proposed policies affecting them.216 These policies were derived to enhance tribal participation in lawmaking, but unfortunately they are carried out in a way that is burdensome and expensive, and worst of all, allows agencies to go through the process of consultation and then nevertheless undertake decisions that entirely disregard the tribal positions.217 Notorious cases, such as the litigation and protests around oil development adjoining the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation trace to the inadequacy of law and policy on consultation.218
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velopers have since agreed that it is better practice for government agencies and private companies to negotiate agreements with tribal governments than to take unilateral action and face liability later. 219

With respect to FPIC, complying with the Declaration would help to advance existing but unfulfilled executive branch policy. Indeed, Executive Order 13175, issued over twenty years ago, states:

[O]n issues relating to tribal self-government, tribal trust resources, or Indian tribal treaty and other rights, each agency should explore and, where appropriate, use consensual mechanisms for developing regulations.220

Recently the Department of Interior has set forth a “consensus-seeking model” for matters key to tribal lands and cultures. 221 Work by each department or agency, undertaken in consultation with tribes and in coordination with the White House Council, could coalesce into a national action plan for study and implementation of the Declaration.

Another approach would be for Congress to take the lead. In Canada, the national legislature has enacted law to start the process of implementation. The purpose of the act is to “affirm the Declaration as a universal international human rights instrument with application in Canadian law; and provide a framework for the Government of Canada’s implementation of the Declaration.”222 The Act requires the national government to “ensure that the laws of Canada are consistent with the Declaration.”223 Through its framework approach, the law requires the development of a national action plan within three years of the legislation, undertaken in cooperation with Indigenous Peoples, to “ensure that the laws of Canada are consistent with the Declaration.” It allows for the designation of a federal minister to oversee the work and imposes substantive requirements, as follows:

The action plan must include

Measures to

(i) address injustices, combat prejudice and eliminate all forms of violence and discrimination, including systemic discrimination, against Indigenous peoples and Indigenous elders, youth, chil-
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dren, women, men, persons with disabilities and gender-diverse persons and two-spirit persons, and

(ii) promote mutual respect and understanding as well as good relations, including through human rights education; and

... measures related to monitoring, oversight, recourse or remedy or other accountability measures with respect to the implementation of the Declaration.\textsuperscript{224}

The process envisioned by Canada's law on the Declaration is somewhat reminiscent of past U.S. federal Indian policy development, as briefly noted above. For example, in 1977, Congress charged the Federal Indian Policy Commission with the task of ushering in a new era of Indian law focused on tribal self-government and self-determination, which it did through study, reports, and recommendations.\textsuperscript{225} The resulting laws and policies on Indian self-determination have advanced tribal rights significantly but, in the view of commentators such as Walter Echo-Hawk, it is time for a new and major set of advancements to reflect current needs and norms. Nearly fifty years later, in 2023, it could be just the moment to build on those gains of self-determination and address the major outstanding gaps in justice for American Indians. Legislation to implement the Declaration could lay the groundwork for the next two generations of an Indian policy guided by human rights, toward individual and collective wellbeing, restitution for past harms, and healing for Indigenous Peoples.

Courts also have a role in advancing the Declaration, though this is as a matter of judicial interpretation rather than political decision making.\textsuperscript{226} Jurisprudence on this topic is more extensively developed in other countries. Most notably, in Belize, the Supreme Court famously cited Article 26 of the Declaration in support of its conclusion that the Maya people's own traditions of land tenure gave rise to property rights under the Constitution of Belize.\textsuperscript{227} The Belize decision is part and parcel of jurisprudence from the Inter-American Commission and Court of Human Rights, both advancing understandings of Indigenous Peoples' property rights,\textsuperscript{228} a series of decisions which has also influenced legal decisions in Africa.\textsuperscript{229} Interestingly,
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the first federal district court in the United States to cite the Declaration did so, albeit in dicta, in a case concerning aboriginal title.230 If the arc of the universe bends toward justice, courts in the United States may turn to the Declaration as a standard for global Indigenous rights in areas where the United States is an outlier. As previously argued, for example, courts could consult the Declaration for guidance in cases about Indigenous Peoples’ religious freedoms and land rights, where past interpretations of the First Amendment and Fifth Amendments have denied Indigenous Peoples’ fundamental rights.231 Human rights scholars have noted some precedent for the Supreme Court’s citation to international legal materials in cases concerning constitutional interpretation and fundamental rights.232 On the other hand, the Court has, in other instances, been unreceptive to international law and Indian law advocacy. Accordingly, a litigation strategy invoking international law must be carefully considered.233

As a practical matter, implementing the Declaration will likely require action by the Executive, Congress, and the judiciary. While some issues, such as consultation and consent with agencies, could be handled by the agencies, major reform in the areas of plenary power and cultural rights, as indicated below in the discussion of Walter Echo-Hawk’s proposals, would surely require changes to federal Indian common law or legislation.

2. Substantive Reform

Beyond the starting points suggested above, what would need to change in federal Indian law and policy to achieve the aims of the Declaration? Walter Echo-Hawk, formerly an attorney at the Native American Rights Fund and now the President of the Pawnee Tribe, has outlined the most comprehensive approach to this question to date. His book, In the Light of Justice: The Rise of Human Rights in Native America and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples analyzes state of federal Indian law.234 While calling for the retention of federal Indian law’s protective features, such as reserved treaty rights and inherent sovereignty, Echo-Hawk identifies “the dark side” of federal Indian law that must be reformed.235

Echo-Hawk suggests, among other things: (1) federal Indian law’s “plenary power” doctrine is incompatible with the Declaration’s Article 3 recognition of “self-determination” to the extent that it authorizes and
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immunizes unilateral legislative power over Indian tribes without their consent; (2) federal Indian common law decisions based on notions of racial inferiority of Indians, such as the *Tee-Hit-Ton* holding that aboriginal title is not eligible for the protections of the Fifth Amendment, fail to meet the right to “equality” under Article 2; (3) decisions undermining tribal jurisdiction, including in the criminal law realm, fail to meet the right to “life, survival, and freedom from violence” under Article 7; (4) federal Indian law and American law generally almost entirely neglect the rights to “culture” of Indigenous Peoples recognized in Articles 11, 13, 14, 31—including protection of sacred sites, religious freedoms, language, traditional knowledge, Indigenous education, cultural transmission, and cultural habitat (the exception is domestic repatriation). \(^{236}\)

Additionally, according to Echo-Hawk, federal Indian law fails the Declaration’s standards on (5) Indigenous peoples’ rights to “education and media” under Article 15, both in terms of their own access and the capacity of these institutions to adequately inform the public about Indian affairs; (6) participation in decision-making consistent with the safeguard of free, prior, and informed consent, especially to the extent that federal agencies consult with tribes but make decisions over their objections and without their approval in matters affecting them, in violation of Article 19 and others; (7) economic and social rights, especially rights to labor, resource development, and social programs under Articles 17, 20, 26, and others; (8) perhaps most transformatively, the rights to land, territory, and resources of Indigenous Peoples under Articles 10, 25-30, and 32; and (9) the right to have treaties respected under Article 37. \(^{237}\)

As Echo-Hawk recognizes, each of these articles envisions both remedial and ongoing protections. This means that the right to culture, for example, under Article 8, requires the United States to provide remedies for past harms inflicted by activities like the Indian boarding schools and affirmative protections of Indigenous cultures going forward. Further, the land rights articles call for restitution of past takings of Indigenous Peoples’ properties without their consent and protections against present-day interference with land rights. While remedying past harms may seem as overwhelming now as it did in 2007, there is now a good deal of global experience with respect to good practices. \(^{238}\) Tribal leaders may or may not want to pursue a “Truth and Reconciliation” process akin to Canada’s, but there are now dozens of models for remedy, reparation, and restitution, from constitutional recognition of legal pluralism to innovative models for co-management of lands with other parties. \(^{239}\) Some existing provisions of
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federal law, such as the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) and Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) can already be considered as remedial measures, which could be enhanced by studying best practices in international and comparative settings. For example, NAGPRA only applies domestically while many tribes need a basis to claim human remains and cultural objects that have been taken to other countries. ICWA deals with the custodial situation of Indigenous children, but does not address much broader issues about the welfare of Indigenous children.

This a very compelling, if somewhat overwhelming, set of areas in which law and policy reform is required to bring federal law into alignment with the Declaration. President Echo-Hawk’s writing could serve as a blueprint for analysis and consideration by a group of tribal leaders, experts, and policymakers about what is important and feasible in the current day. There may be aspects of the Declaration that are not appealing or fail to garner substantial interest among tribal leaders, and surely all will present some complications. But we will not know about the potential for positive change until the conversations begin in earnest.

B. Advancing Indigenous Peoples’ Rights Internationally

Turning back to the international realm, many tribal leaders and members may not know that the United States currently takes positions internationally, on topics including Indigenous children’s welfare, language rights, climate change, intellectual property, among others, often without meaningfully consulting tribal governments. There is very little in the way of a sustained set of relationships between tribal governments and the U.S. federal government. For example, in 2022, when the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) tried to improve relations by inviting national governments to attend a reception with tribal leaders during the Permanent Forum, the Canadian and Mexican missions sent delegates, while the United States did not attend.240 On the positive side, the State Department recently announced new tribal consultation policy and has begun holding informal meetings with tribal leaders.241

The nascent relationship between tribal governments and the State Department contrasts quite strongly with tribal governments’ extensive relationships with the Department of the Interior. It also contrasts with the approach of countries like Canada and the Nordic countries, which use the Permanent Forum and EMRIP as a long-term venue for diplomacy on important issues. Some of the modalities these countries use include the appointment of an ambassador-type position for international Indigenous
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engagement or inviting Indigenous leaders to serve on the state delegation.

Indicating dissatisfaction with the current situation, NCAI has called on the United States to create a position to undertake this coordination work, for example, a Global Ambassador or Special Envoy on Indigenous Affairs. The Global Ambassador would serve as head of mission in multilateral and bilateral meetings and would attend official sessions of bodies like EMRIP and the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. A Global Ambassador—or a Special Envoy—on Indigenous Affairs could coordinate among federal departments, such as State and Interior, with respect to international and domestic Indigenous policy.

A Global Ambassador on Indigenous Affairs could ensure that Indigenous People in the United States have full opportunities for consultation and free, prior, and informed consent with respect to positions undertaken by the State Department and others. Currently, for example, U.S. officials and staff from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) attend meetings at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), arguably pursuing positions adverse to tribal governments in the United States and the global Indigenous Peoples Caucus on key issues of traditional knowledge, cultural expressions, and genetic resources. These positions may advance the interests of the United States and intellectual property stakeholders, such as the pharmaceutical industry, but fail to comply with either domestic or international standards on Indigenous Peoples’ self-determination, culture, religion, or development. It is bad enough that American
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Indian tribal governments and traditional people suffer in their ability to protect their cultural know-how from exploitation, but every time the USPTO rejects positions of the Indigenous Caucus at WIPO, it further impoverishes and dispossesses traditional knowledge-holders around the world.

WIPO and USPTO are just one set of examples. Coordinating international and domestic policies on Indigenous Peoples’ affairs and ensuring Indigenous Peoples’ meaningful participation is broadly important across all federal departments and agencies, throughout the United Nations, as well as other international and regional bodies. Similarly, the proposal for a Global Ambassador or Special Envoy on Indigenous Affairs is just one model. The larger objective is to foster coordination, consultation, and consent among the federal government and Indigenous Peoples regarding international engagements and positions that impact their human rights.

Relatedly, the United States should facilitate enhanced participation for Indigenous Peoples within the UN, an issue that has been considered at the UN for some years. The United States should also declare full support for, and engagement in, the International Decade of Indigenous Languages 2022-2032 (the Decade). The Decade was proclaimed by the UN General Assembly to help realize Indigenous Peoples’ rights to use, revitalize, and transmit their languages to future generations, rights that are severely jeopardized today in the United States after decades of policies and billions of dollars spent to eradicate Indigenous Peoples’ languages. Similarly, the United States should support the Local Communities and Indigenous Peo-
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CONCLUSION

In 2020, President Biden appointed Debra Haaland to the position of Secretary of the Interior, the first Indigenous woman in the United States to serve as a Cabinet member. One of her first statements to the United Nations reveals some potential movement from aspiration to reality.

At the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues in 2021, Secretary Haaland said:

I strongly affirm the United States’ support for the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and our commitment to advancing Indigenous Peoples’ rights at home and abroad. The Declaration guides us—where appropriate—to improve our laws and policies within the structure of the U.S. Constitution and international obligations. We need enhanced participation and meaningful engagement of Indigenous Peoples throughout our UN bodies.

By acknowledging that the Declaration can “improve our laws and policies where appropriate,” Secretary Haaland’s statement tracked the language and spirit of the 2014 UN General Assembly resolution calling for implementation. She also avoided the offending language about aspirations.

Perhaps not coincidentally, Secretary Haaland has been a leader in recognizing the human rights violations that the United States committed against American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian children, parents, families, and tribes over the course of decades. Secretary Haaland has courageously called for the United States to acknowledge and remedy past harms associated with the boarding schools and to ensure Indigenous Peoples’ rights going forward. Yet, the first volume of the Interior Depart-


254. See Coral Davenport, Deb Haaland Becomes First Native American Cabinet Secretary, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 15, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/15/climate/deb-haaland-confirmation-secretary-of-interior.html#:~:text=the%20Senate%20approved%20Representative%20Deb,to%20lead%20a%20cabinet%20agency (describing Special Envoy John Kerry meeting with U.S. tribal leaders including NCAI President Fawn Sharp at the Convention of the Parties 26 to discuss intersections between Indigenous rights and climate change advocacy, including specific concerns about Indigenous Peoples’ lands, lifeways, and finances vis-à-vis global proposals).

ment’s investigative report on this topic begins to identify the harms; it does not begin to identify any remedies. Canada and other countries have found the Declaration to be a guide post in dealing with the tremendous losses of the boarding schools, inspiring a Truth and Reconciliation process, broad-based legal reform of the relationship between Indigenous Peoples and the state, and significant support for language revitalization.

In the United States, we too must get our heads around our government’s responsibility for the loss of life, torture, and genocide that it inflicted through the boarding schools, and the ongoing violations of rights to family, culture, language, education, health, and religion that it allows today. We must develop programs that help and support boarding school survivors and their descendants; address the incredible structural legacies of racism and oppression that allowed those institutions to exist; and to revitalize every aspect of Indigenous cultures and societies today. More broadly, in areas of religion, land, treaties, child welfare, self-determination, and political participation, the United States must come to terms with the fact that Indigenous rights are human rights. Advancing the Declaration offers a path toward healing and dignity that is critical to reforming federal Indian law and policy and advancing human rights around the world.
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